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D 4.1 Report on newly gathered knowledge about damage functions based on the various
climate data interpretations existing throughout Europe.
This is a succinct report on the use of damage functions in the field of cultural heritage. A
second report presenting damage functions that are suitable for use in the creation of
climate risk maps will appear as deliverable D 4.2. Extended versions of the contents of
these two documents will appear in a separate publication “Damage functions in cultural
heritage risk assessment” which will also provide greater detail of the history and context of
the study of damage and risk.
The study of methods to predict damage to cultural objects, in a quantitative way, started
with concerns about the effects of industrial pollution on stone monuments. The most
recent work on damage functions in the field of cultural heritage has concerned objects kept
indoors and objects displayed or stored in enclosures (showcases, storage boxes). This
report concentrates on indoor deterioration, and while acknowledging the contribution of
pollutant gases and particulates, gives priority to the effects of temperature and humidity.
To limit the length of the document, work since 2000 has been given greater priority; earlier
work is hopefully covered by the more recent reviews.
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Words used in this report to describe items at risk.
The words used in this report to describe the items that are believed to be at risk from
changes in climate, such as objects and collections, are used in a consistent manner, but not
necessarily with restrictively narrow definitions. These definitions may differ from those
used in other related fields of study.
Object
An individual item of cultural significance. Usually the word refers to a single item of
movable heritage; a painting, a piece of furniture, a book. It will not usually be used to refer
to a thing such as a building or site even though that may be the ‘object’ of a particular
study.
Building
A large structure or group of structures intended to have a long service life for a variety of
human endeavours eg dwelling, place of worship.
Collection
The contents of a museum or historic house. A group of objects that for better management
or easier comprehension is considered as one set, unified by some common factor such as:
location, material, date, manufacturer, culture or collector. The history of the collection and
the motives for collecting are not considered.
Historic site
A historic building and its immediate surroundings. This could include castles, cathedrals,
palaces, cottages or museums. It would not normally include an archaeological dig or a
landscape.
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Words used in this report to describe aspects of the study of objects at risk.
The words that are frequently employed in the systematic study of risk and damage are
often used rather loosely in ways that overlap with everyday usage. Or they may, in contrast,
be used consistently but in ways that differ significantly between different areas of study.
The definitions below are consistent with studies in the conservation of museum objects.
Prediction
A prediction is a statement about what will happen in the future to a specified object, given
a specified set of circumstances. The knowledge or experience used in the prediction must
be subject to scientific criteria such as repeatable experiment, systematic recording, open
publication and peer review.
Risk
The word risk is related to the uncertainty of future events. If risk is quantified the
magnitude of risk must include estimates of both the probability and the consequences of
the predicted situation. In this report the future events of interest are changes in the
environment that cause unwanted changes in the state of objects.
Hazard
A substance, activity or event that may, in some circumstances, cause chemical or physical
change in an object, collection or building. Examples are frost, high temperature, high
humidity, fire, flood, earthquake. These are sometimes known as ‘agents of deterioration’. In
some circumstances, usually not in the heritage context, agents such as fire and flood can be
used for beneficial purposes. High humidity is used as part of beneficial conservation
treatments
Environment
In this report the word ‘environment’ will be used to describe the quality of the atmosphere
in the immediate vicinity of the item of interest. For an object on display in a gallery this
means the nature of the air in the gallery reflected in measurements of temperature
humidity and concentrations of pollutants. The word ‘microenvironment’ will be used to
describe the environment within a showcase or storage container, which is likely to be
different to that of the larger space surrounding the enclosure. This element of difference
between a smaller and a larger space leads to the use of the word ‘microenvironment’ to
describe a small portion of a larger volume that behaves in an anomalous fashion. For
instance, because of restricted ventilation or proximity to a cold or damp wall.
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1. Damage functions
In scientific, medical and economic fields the term ‘damage function’ is used to describe an
attempt to quantify the effect of changes within a system on specific entities within that
system. So it might refer, for example, to the effects of toxic substances on laboratory mice,
the link between industrial pollution and respiratory illness, or losses to industry from power
outage. Both the change in the system and its effects must be quantified. The in the cases
just cited the units of damage might be percentage of mouse‐lives lost, incidents of
respiratory distress or Euros lost per kilowatt interrupted. In the last decade the predictive
use of damage functions has become important in discussions of the possible effects of
climate change [1].
In the cultural heritage context a damage function can be defined as an equation or an
algorithm that relates quantifiable factors in the object’s environment to quantifiable
changes within the object. The link between environment and the change detected in the
object may be deterministic, such as the predictable fading of some dyes subjected to
incident light. Or it may be probabilistic, for instance the cracking of a piece of wood in
response to a change in relative humidity. The fading is inevitable and depends on factors
such as the intensity and duration of the illumination that contribute to the total dose of
light falling on the object. The cracking of wood is less easily predictable. It depends on a
range of factors and is complicated by the wide variety of forms in which timber can be
present in heritage objects. The ‘damage’ function is, in this case, a risk function, describing
changes in the probability of a particular type of damage.
At this stage damage will be defined as ‘unwanted irreversible change’. (The definition of
damage will be discussed further in the next section that deals with damage and value)
Where the change is cumulative and dependent on the intensity or concentration of the
hazardous agent, eg light or pollution, the function can be described as a dose‐response
relationship or function. Dose‐response functions are usually mathematical equations linking
the rate of change to the concentrations of the active agents of deterioration. The total
accumulated change after a certain exposure time is related to the dose, the total amount of
agent that the object has been exposed to. Dose‐response relationships are a subset of
damage functions; not all damage functions can be expressed as dose‐response
relationships.
Within the “Climate for Culture” project a damage function was initially defined as sufficient
information about the relationship between indoor climate and unwanted irreversible
change in objects to enable the project outputs. These outputs are risk maps, an analysis and
decision‐support system and an economic impact evaluation. The form in which this
information might be provided would be different for each type of output and would include
varying amounts of explanatory text dealing with uncertainties and the limits of valid
interpretation. This broad definition allows inclusion of information about environmental
standards and tolerable ranges, which are not usually presented in the form of equations or
algorithms.
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2. Damage and value
The definition of a damage function used in the Publicly Available Specification PAS 198:2012
[2], issued by the British Standards Institute is:
A quantitative expression of cause and effect relationships between environmental factors
and material change.
While useful, this definition has the disadvantage of appearing to emphasise the physical
measurable scientific element of the relationship and ignoring the intangible consequences.
Damage in the context of cultural heritage is not simply moving from one condition to
another. Historic sites and collections are valued not just because they are old but because
they look old. They have changed from a state of looking new to a state of looking old, that is
more mature, venerable, timeworn, historic. But this change would not normally be called
damage. Indeed the inability to detect signs of age often raises suspicions about the
authenticity of the object.
If the initial state of the object elicited pleasure or, at least contentment, and a later state
causes displeasure, or less contentment, the change can be considered ‘undesirable’. The
displeasure can arise for several reasons. It is common to talk about damage as a loss in
value (without necessarily closely defining value).
Recently the phrase ‘unfit for purpose’ has become popular. Assuming that the purpose of a
cultural heritage object is to enhance human existence by contributing elements of
education, entertainment, and local or national identity, it can become ‘unfit’ for this
purpose in a number of ways. For instance: loss of material, change in appearance, loss of
physical integrity. All of these could theoretically be measured and therefore could be used
in numerical functions describing the change. But the same measured alteration could lead
to no change, or even to an increase, in the fitness for the purpose of a heritage object. Loss
of material could be the result of a beneficial conservation or restoration treatment by
removal of dirt or unsightly corrosion. Change in appearance might contribute to the
appearance of historic authenticity: patina. The physical integrity of many objects is
decreasing measurably at the microscopic or molecular level, due to oxidation and hydrolysis
of the constituent materials. But the effect of this breakdown may not become apparent for
centuries at the level of ‘fitness for purpose’, leading to no change in value or significance.
Thus deciding whether something should be called damage is a two‐stage process. The
physical or chemical change must be detected, but then the change must be evaluated for its
effect on relevant stakeholders.
To count as damage the detected change should not be spontaneously reversible. Within
limits, the mechanical deformation of many materials in response to changes in temperature
8

or humidity is spontaneously reversible. As the environmental parameters revert to former
levels, so the shape and dimensions revert, without human intervention. The value remains
unchanged during this process.
The two‐stage process of assessing damage in the context of damage functions is discussed
by Strlič and co‐authors [3]. A value function (fV) is applied to the change or dose‐response
function (fC) of a parameter (agent of change) p leading to the equation:
fD = fV( fC(p))
Unfortunately there are no accepted value functions available in the cultural heritage
literature. The general shape of such functions has been indicated [3,4]. The most
comprehensive is shown below.

This shows a relationship where the value decreases as the amount of damage increases. In
the initial stage small amounts of change do not interfere with the appreciation of the
object. In the final stage an extra bit of damage is hardly noticed and has no effect on the
object’s value or fitness for purpose. In the central phase the value decreases more or less
steeply with increasing physical change. In extreme cases where the curve has a steep
negative slope, there may be a noticeable threshold that separates high value from low
value, acceptable damage from unacceptable damage. It should be noted that this curve
starts when the object is new and finishes at the end of its useful existence. Heritage objects
may be encountered at any stage along this continuum. The curve shown involves only the
relationship between physical condition and value. It takes no account of changes in value
caused by fashion or increasing rarity.
Value and significance are generally accepted to be human constructs, dependent on
context and extrinsic to the actual object. Thus while a measured change in a material, e.g.
the degree of polymerisation within paper, might be considered in a universal way that is
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independent of the specific context, the same cannot be said about the assumed change in
value.
Damage functions used outside the cultural heritage domain often define value in monetary
terms. This is because the ‘object’ or activity under consideration has economic value that is
lowered by the ‘damage’. Except in very rare cases, monetary value cannot be used to
directly quantify change to cultural heritage objects. Contingent Valuation Methodology can
only suggest ‘values’ that are location‐ and time‐specific, or too global to be applied
meaningfully to specific types of object or building.
There has been recent research where stakeholder views were gathered in a systematic way
to determine the point at which one particular type of object ceased to be ‘fit for
purpose’[5].
3. The value of damage functions
The need for damage functions and the methods of obtaining them have been described by
Livingston [6]. Although he deals with the specific case of stone affected by pollution, his
descriptions can be applied more generally. The first reason to obtain damage functions is
purely scientific; it satisfies the academic desire to understand and to quantify observed
phenomena. The second purpose is the application of this knowledge to specific objects or
collections, to enable a conservation professional to give advice based on a predicted rate of
change, or predicted end of useful life, given local conditions. The third purpose is to help
those who desire to, and have the means to, control conditions that affect a greater number
of collections. In the case of pollution this would be an official regulator who hopes to
control levels of pollution over a large area. In a museum context, this universal need to
understand the consequences of controlling the environment, can be seen in the risk‐based
approach developed for engineering specifications in the ASHRAE guidelines [7].
Being able to predict future states of objects and collections is an essential part of risk
assessment, which is now recognised as an essential part of collections care. Damage
functions should enable a collection care professional to achieve a sense of proportion and a
sense of priorities when it comes to collection risks.
Livingston describes four approaches to developing damage functions [6]: Physicochemical
theory, laboratory tests, field studies and epidemiology.
Ideally the damage function would be derived from first principles of chemistry and physics.
Unfortunately the mathematical forms of the component functions in a complex cause‐
effect relationship are not known. The numerical values of important parameters need to be
established. So the theoretical function can only provide a framework for identifying gaps in
knowledge that will guide future research. The theory can also be used to question some of
the more arbitrary‐looking equations that arise from field and epidemiological studies.
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Laboratory tests are useful if they come close to representing real‐world situations. However
it is sometimes necessary to use higher temperatures or higher concentrations of pollutant
than are realistic in order to get a result within a convenient time. In some circumstances
this can lead to reaction paths that differ from those observed outside the laboratory.
Moreover the essence of scientific investigation is to limit the number of variables. This may
lead to a clearer relationship but it may discount synergetic effects that occur in the real
world [8]
Field studies involve exposing samples at a number of sites and measuring the change that
takes place over time. The advantage is that samples are exposed to real world conditions
but there are several disadvantages. The method requires the collection of a lot of data over
a long period, which may be a longer time than normal research funding will allow. Analysis
of data involves multiple regression of damage data against environmental data. This can
only lead to a statistical relationship in which the uncertainties are often quite large. The
statistical significance of the derived relationships needs to be examined carefully and
interpretations need to be justified in the light of accepted theory.
There is an enduring attraction to epidemiological studies since they involve real objects in
the real world. However, unless the study involves large numbers of very similar objects
exposed to a number of different environments, the statistics are bound to be very poor.
This probably limits epidemiological study to library and archive materials where there are
very large numbers of sufficiently similar objects [9].
4. Indoor and outdoor environments.
The range of damage functions available for use in predictive studies of building materials
has been summarised by Brimblecombe and Grossi [10]. Functions are given for stone
recession, corrosion of copper and steel, and the blackening of stone. Damage functions for
glass are discussed but were found to be problematic. These, and a number of other
material decay functions, were developed for, or in parallel with, the Noah’s Ark project [11].
The additional hazards covered in that project are biomass accumulation, lichen species
richness, thermoclasticism, and decay of clay‐containing minerals. Where appropriate,
damage functions from these publications will be included in section 5.
Not surprisingly, the environment inside the shell of a building is not the same as that
outdoors. There is usually less rain and snow. Wind‐speeds are lower and hence ventilation
rates are low. Concentrations of industrial pollutant gases and particulates are low. Even
without environmental control, fluctuations of temperature and relative humidity are slower
and less extreme. The introduction of heating can increase the risks due to humidity
fluctuations as very low relative humidities can be induced. The solution of controlling the
humidity can bring its own risks.
Discussions about appropriate climate for collections centre on environmental standards. A
review of these standards was given by Lucasz Bratasz at the conference “Climate for
Collections: Standards and Uncertainties” in 2012 [12]. Historically these standards have not
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been strongly evidence‐based. This is probably one of the reasons for the criticisms voiced
about the Bizot group’s attempt to widen the acceptable range of environmental conditions
for international loans [13].
Showcases can create microclimates that differ from the indoor room environment. Lighting
in showcases can introduce rapid temperature and humidity fluctuations. The materials that
are used to construct cases and storage containers can emit volatile chemicals that cannot
escape due to the low air exchange rates expected of such enclosures. This has been the
subject of two recent EC research projects PROPAINT [14] and MEMORI [15]. The objects
themselves can emit volatile substances that are harmful to themselves and other objects in
the same space [16]. The rate of evolution of carbonyl pollutants such as acetic acid and
formaldehyde increases with increasing temperature [17].

5. Damage Functions by hazard, material and object type.
Although a damage function connects changes in objects to factors in the environment it is
not easy or meaningful to list functions just by material or by environmental factor. When a
number of materials can be affected by the same hazard it may be easier to discuss what is
known about that hazard or its most obvious mechanism of attack, rather list by substrate.
Thus it is easier to discuss mould in general terms, rather than list it under paper, textiles,
timber etc. It is easier to discuss salt damage in general terms of the hygroscopy of salts
rather than damage to plaster or stone, with or without a surface paint layer.
The structure of an object may contribute to its vulnerability as much as the constituent
materials. For instance the layered structure of paintings and polychrome sculpture is what
make them vulnerable. The opposition of wood grain direction in some furniture
constructions is what make them more susceptible to humidity changes than solid timber.
Rather than classify solely by material type it is more sensible to classify by hazard and
object type. In addition in makes sense to classify the functions by whether the mechanism
of decay is primarily biological (mould and insects), mechanical (salt damage to stone, and
effects of humidity fluctuations on furniture and paintings) or chemical (corrosion effects on
metals and stone, acid hydrolysis of paper, photographs, textiles).
The following discussion deals primarily with the use of damage functions to make
predictions from current environmental data, where short‐term assessments of future
damage are made. Although many of these functions have been used for long‐term
predictions, discussion of the specific problems of using damage functions in modelled
environments into the far future will be reserved for Climate for Culture deliverable D 4.2.
5.1 Biological Hazards
Indoors, the biological hazards are mould, insects and rodents. Outdoors, surfaces can
become covered by algae, bacteria, fungi, lichen, mosses, slime moulds and larger plants.
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These may cause chemical and mechanical damage. Uneven porous surfaces provide the
best substrates. A book, recently translated into English as ‘Plant Biology for Cultural
Heritage’ provides a comprehensive collection of qualitative descriptions of biodeterioration
mechanisms [18]. Qualitative descriptions of biodeterioration of materials likely to be found
in museum collections are provided in the collected papers of the conference Cultural
Heritage Microbiology: Fundamental Studies in Conservation Science [19].
The Noah’s Ark project used a formula for accumulated biomass on outdoor monuments
[20]. The application is limited to horizontal surfaces on acid stone in non‐urban areas, and
even with these restrictions is subject to further qualifications. However the formula
demonstrates a general relationship where growth is positively correlated with levels of
precipitation and negatively correlated with temperature.

B  e(0.964(0.003P 0.01T)
Where B is biomass (mg cm‐2), P is yearly mean precipitation (mm) and T is yearly mean
temperature (oC).

5.1.1 Mould
Mould in buildings has been studied in depth as a result of the possible adverse effects on
human health. There are a number of mathematical models that link mould germination
and mould growth with the nature of the substrate and ambient factors such as temperature
and humidity. The effects on heritage items can vary from a light powdery dusting to severe
staining and loss of substrate material. Humidity levels are important but it is rare to find
severe material loss in the absence of physical moisture, unless high humidities are
maintained over a very long period.
The commercial software eClimateNotebook [21] calculates a Mold Risk Factor [22]. This
indicates the fraction of the way to germination that has occurred during the period of
measurement. The calculation is based on the idea that is that there is an optimum
temperature for growth and that above or below this peak the growth rate slows down.
There is also an optimum temperature at which the minimum of water is required for
growth; Either side of this temperature the minimum relative humidity required for growth
increases. Numbers between 0 and 1 indicate increasing risk of mould growth. Numbers
above 1 indicate mould growth. The growth data that are used in the calculation are not
openly available.
Models for prediction of mould growth that are available in the open literature have been
critically reviewed by Vereecken and Roels [23]. These include Johansson’s mould growth
indices [24] The VTT model developed by Hukka and Viitanen [25] and the isopleth and
biohygrothermal models of Sedlbauer [26,27]
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Brimblecombe and Lankester have described the use of the quantitative methods in real and
simulated heritage environments [28,29] These included the Hukka and Viitanen method ,
and also models by Isaksson [30] and Moon and Augenbroe [31]. Marco Martens has
incorporated the Sedlbauer isopleths model into a risk evaluation system [32].
In the fields of conservation and collections care the overwhelming desire is to have simple
criteria such as maximum and minimum temperatures and relative humidities; simple rules
such as “If the RH is above 75% I should worry about mould, if the RH is less than 75% I don’t
need to worry”. The growth of mould is dependent on surface temperature and humidity,
and the duration for which these are maintained. The nature of the substrate is also
important. The isopleth systems provide a sophisticated version of the worry/don’t worry
threshold.
The charts on the next page [33] show isopleths that indicate time to germination and rate
of growth at different temperatures and humidities on three substrates of decreasing
nutritional value. Mould growth is inhibited by high temperatures as well as low
temperatures. The optimum temperature implicit in the Mold Risk Factor [22] occurs
somewhere in the high 20s and low 30s centigrade. If the isopleths in the figure above were
extended to higher temperatures they would curve upward [23].
The word isopleth means a line that joins all points having the same value of some
measurable quantity and is not specific to mould studies. In other fields it is used to define
the boundary between areas with different properties that cannot be defined by single data
points, for instance population density The curves marked LIM show the Lowest Isopleth for
Mould growth, the contour dividing ‘worry’ from ‘don’t worry’. The curve marked LIM 0 is
for growth on an optimum culture substrate and can be taken as an extreme precautionary
guidance for use in the real world.
In recent work within the Climate for Culture project samples of historic materials such as
wood, plaster, leather and canvas have been tested [34]. Results suggest that at low
temperatures (10oC) the lowest border for potential growth lies between 80 and 90% RH
depending on the material. But for all materials the lower boundary at higher temperatures
(23oC) is 71%. (These results apply exclusively to the tested sample and batch.)
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Even in stable conditions the rate of mould growth is not linear with time but passes through
several phases dictated by the depletion of nutrients and the accumulation of toxic
metabolites. Initially growth is slow but then increases exponentially for a while. Growth
passes through a stationary phase in which new cells are produced at the same rate as old
cells die. Eventually, in the dieback phase, the rate of cell death exceeds the production of
new cells. But many more spores are formed during this last phase. So even though death
has occurred the risky environment continues to be risky. Given this non‐linear
development, the wide variation in behaviour between species of mould and the likely
variation in exact composition of substrate, prediction is likely to be approximate. Despite
their precise mathematical appearance, the isopleth curves should only be interpreted as
indices of risk rather than as accurate predictions. The accuracy of prediction is also
compromised by the fact that environmental measurements are often taken in the centre of
a room and not in microclimates near cold walls or at the surface of vulnerable objects. This
is why a precautionary threshold of 65% for room RH is sometimes used [2, 35].
Environmental conditions in the real world fluctuate. On some occasions conditions will be
suitable for growth, but at a later stage they may be unfavourable, providing a setback for
the germination process. The mathematical model must accommodate this. The basic
isopleth model does not account for interim periods where the spores may dry out. The
Biohygrothermal model allows for this [27].
The Isaksson model [30] used by Lankester and Brimblecombe also incorporates the
possibility of a setback. This method calculates a total daily dose D based on average
temperature and humidity

D=Td RHd.
Td=exp(15.53 ln(RH/90)) when 75<RH≤100%
Td=−0.5 when T< 0.1 °C
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RHd=exp(0.74 ln(T/20)) when 0.1bT≤30 °C
RHd=−2.7+(1.1 RH)/30 when 60<RH<75%
RHd=−0.5 when RH<60%.
(T = temperature (°C), RH = % relative humidity.)
A relative dose indicating the favourability of growth is given by the relationship D/Nref.
Where Nref refers to the behaviour of a reference sample (e.g. under constant conditions of
20°C and 90% RH pine sapwood required 29 days for mould growth to initiate.)
5.1.2 Insects
The development of population models that might be useful for the study of insect pests and
cultural property has been reviewed by Tom Strang [36]. General environmental thresholds
for the various stages of life of museum insect pests have been collated by Bob Child [37].
Various models for predicting insect risk in historic houses have been developed by
Lankester and Brimblecombe [38]. Qualitative and quantitative aspects of insect risk and the
development of integrated pest management in museums and historic houses appear in the
post‐prints of the Pest Odyssey 2011 conference [39].
Many insects show a marked temperature dependence at various stages of their life‐cycles.
According to Child the majority of insect pests affecting historic collections exist happily at
temperatures between 15 to 30 °C. All activity stops at temperatures below 5 °C but some
insects, such as clothes moth can survive at these low temperatures. Below 15 °C insects are
sluggish, cannot fly and do not move far. Egg‐laying is localized and larvae grow slowly, so
damage to objects is limited. At above 20 °C insects increasingly have the ability to fly,
therefore spreading infestations wider and higher. House longhorn beetle (Hylotropes
bajalus) and other woodborers can only fly at temperatures above 25 °C. Higher
temperatures increase the insect’s metabolic rate. Insects with a natural annual life cycle
outside, may have two or three life cycles in a year indoors in centrally heated buildings.
Furniture beetle (Anobium punctatum) cannot survive, at temperatures above 26°C. At
above 30 °C many insect pests become uncomfortable and start to die. It is generally
accepted that insects at all life stages will be killed at temperatures above 52 °C when
exposed for longer than one hour.
Some insects are strongly RH dependent. Many insects such as the woodborers, furniture
beetle, deathwatch beetle and house longhorn beetle need moisture content in the wood of
above 15%. Child says this corresponds to a surrounding RH of above 65%. Below this level,
eggs will desiccate and die and larvae cannot exist. This lower limit is precautionary, an
equilibrium moisture content of 15% probably requires an ambient humidity nearer to 75%.
Other insects such as silverfish and booklice feed on microscopic moulds growing on
cellulosic material. These moulds need localised RH of above 80%, so lowering the RH to
below this limit kills both the mould and the insects. Other sources give a slightly lower RH
threshold for the optimum conditions for silverfish (Lepisma saccharina) 22‐27°C and 75‐97%
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RH [40]. Some, such as the biscuit beetle (Stegobium panaceum) and the webbing clothes
moth (Tineola bisselliella) have larvae that can metabolise water from their food. This
explains their ability to colonise material of low moisture content and surrounding relative
humidity. Webbing clothes moth can happily thrive in relative humidities as low as 30 %, .
A Scandinavian team has made a comprehensive study of the brown carpet beetle.
Attagenus smirnovii [41]. It was found that food (i.e. object) consumption generally
increased with increasing temperature. In the case of skin more than twice as much was
consumed at 28°C than at 20°C. The amounts consumed at RH of 50% and 75% were not
significantly different. Adults and larvae were found in museum locations with conditions
21.2 ± 3.7°C and 43 ± 8.8% RH. The researchers noted that the insect had been observed in
regions with a climate that does not support its reproduction and development outdoors,
and conclude that dispersal of this pest does not seem to depend on the outdoor climate
alone. The plausible explanation for the widespread presence of the pest is that it is passed
on by humans, and the artefacts that are exchanged among museums.
The variability of temperature and humidity dependence between different species means
that it is difficult to construct a general mathematical model. Strang notes that “any
uncertainty in pest growth models for coping with changing conditions will dominate system
utility”[36 p93]: the noise will obscure the signal. Even for a single species the multiple
stages of the life‐cycle mean that any model is likely to include a number of large
uncertainties. The Scandinavian team looked at degree‐days above 20oC as an indicator for
increased A. smirnovii activity, noting that energy conservation measures might lead to
higher indoor temperatures in summer [42]. Brimblecombe and Lankester looked at the RH
independent pests, webbing clothes moth and biscuit beetle [38] . Their model uses
‘growing degree days’ for temperatures above 15oC. To calculate the number of growth
cycles for the biscuit beetle in different environments they created growth isopleths, and
then used the daily mean T and RH to determine the fractional development time for that
day. The small daily amounts of development were summed over a full year to give the
number of growth cycles. Brimblecombe and Lankester also calculated the number of days
each month where the maximum outdoor temperature exceeds 25°C as a measure of risk
that the furniture beetle would fly.

5.2 Mechanical damage
The physical nature of materials may change with a change of temperature (e.g. melting
point) or a change of ambient relative humidity (e.g deliquescence). The physical dimensions
of materials change with changes of temperature and humidity (swelling, shrinking).
Differential changes within one material and differential changes between different
materials in complex structures may lead to stresses that result in damage. The damage
occurs at some kind of threshold event, and so damage functions will probably relate to the
number of occurrences of the event or the probability of the occurrence.
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5.2.1 Salts
Salt damage is caused by one of two mechanisms. In the first, the salt attracts moisture at high
humidities and deliquesces, becomes a liquid solution. When the humidity falls the salt re‐crystallizes
exerting pressure on surrounding material. This happens at specific relative humidities which, for
many salts may be temperature dependent. In the second mechanism the salt transforms (via a
liquid phase) from one crystal form to another though a change in the degree of hydration. The
change in volume may exert pressure that causes damage. These transitions are both temperature
and humidity dependent.
In the absence of any reliable way to quantify the unwanted consequences, the damage function will
relate to the occurrence of changes in humidity that pass through the specific relative humidity for
the transition. The critical humidities and their temperature dependence are known for a large
number of single salts. These are listed in numerous publications [43]. The deliquescence of sodium
chloride and the thenardite‐mirabilite transition for sodium sulfate have been modelled for outdoor
situations in the Noah’s Ark project [11 p117] and for indoor situations by Brimblecombe and
Lankester [44]. The temperature dependence of the thernardite‐mirabilite transition [45] is given by:

RHeq = 59:11 + 0:87549 T when T <22:5 oC
The temperature dependence of the transitions of several other single salts have been
published as tables, graphs and formulae [43 p113, 46]
Unfortunately it is common for salt problems to be caused by mixtures of salts, in which case
it is more difficult to determine an exact critical RH. A European Commission funded project
led to the development of a computer program ECOS (Environmental Control Of Salts)
capable of predicting the crystallisation behaviour of salt mixtures [47]. Davide Bionda
subsequently developed an improved user‐interface, whilst retaining the fundamental
model and data of the ECOS program. This is called RUNSALT [48]. There are many real world
examples of mixed‐salt problems that have been solved using ECOS/RUNSALT [49, 50, 51].
There are large uncertainties in using the links between environmental fluctuations and
damage caused by salts. These lie in the fact that the environment may not be measured in
the right place and that the figures used are derived from equilibrium situations and little is
known about the kinetics. In the case of crystallization below the surface in the pores of the
material the environment is not known and may not resemble that measured in the building.
Some idea of the kinetics can be deduced from the observation that in laboratory
experiments a 24hr cycle was found to be slightly more damaging than an hourly cycle [45
p.2578]
5.2.2 Wood and veneers
Timber is an inhomogeneous anisotropic material derived from trees. It comes from many
species with markedly different microstructures and densities. At the point of felling, the
moisture content of the wood is high (>30%), but eventually reaches equilibrium with the
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ambient environment at somewhere between 5‐20%, around 12%MC at 50%RH. As the RH,
and to some extent the temperature, change the moisture content changes and so do the
dimensions of the piece of wood. If the dimensional change, which is not the same in all
directions, sets up internal stresses, these may result in warping and cracking that will
probably be regarded as damage.
The thresholds of damage to wood caused by environmental change have been reviewed by
Lucasz Bratasz [52] and Naomi Luxford et al [53]. The relationship of stress (and
corresponding strain) to starting and finishing RH levels, is usually described with reference
to one of the two diagrams shown overleaf that originated with Marion Mecklenburg [54]
and Kozlowski et al [55].
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The first diagram shows the region of reversible elastic behaviour bounded by areas where
irreversible change due to tension or compression take place. The boundaries are marked by
a line where the induced strain exceeds 0.4% which is a figure used generally for all wood
species. The second diagram shows the maximum stress induced by RH variations of 10‐90%
RH occurring over a 24 hour period plotted against initial RH. The light grey area shows the
range of reversible behaviour, the dark area in the top right shows the range of structural
failure. Both models use a very conservative definition of damage (the beginning of plastic
behaviour). Both diagrams indicate that larger RH variations can be tolerated in the mid RH
range. The tolerable ranges of RH with different starting RH (30,50 70) for different species
are tabulated by Luxford [53 p3]. Marco Martens has incorporated the underlying models
into his risk assessment for wooden objects [32 p 366]. Lankester and Brimblecombe used
the Mecklenburg data to study the risks in historic houses [29 p250]. They express the risk
as a probability i.e. a percentage of occurrences of moving out of the ‘safe’ range.
The dynamics of the environmental response depend on the response time, which depends
on the dimensions of the object. This has been modelled by Jakiela et al [56], Dionisi‐Vici [57]
and Michalski [58]. The development of actual physical microchanges that may eventually
lead to observable damage has been followed by Acoustic Emission [59,60].
In the eClimateNotebook system temperature and RH values are lagged using a 24‐hour
running average for temperature and a 30‐day running average for RH. The lagged values are
used to look up dimensional change values from 10% EMC (United States Forest Products
Laboratory) for an average piece of tangentially cut wood measured parallel to the fibres. A
dimensional change of less than 0.5% is deemed good, greater than 1.5% is deemed a risk.
[22 p10]
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5.2.3 Painted wood
Painted wood has a complex layered structure in which the different components may have
differing dimensional responses to changes in humidity and different susceptibilities to
stress. Among the observable damages are the appearance of cracks and blisters and loss of
the painted layer exposing the underlying wood. There is no agreed way to quantify this
damage that could be used as the basis for a quantitative damage function.
This has been the subject of much recent research and was a major topic of COST action
IE0601 Wood Science for Conservation of Cultural Heritage (WoodCultHer)[61] and
specifically at the workshop “Allowable microclimate variations for polychrome wood” held
in Oslo, 18‐19 February 2010 [62]. Łukasz Bratasz has reviewed allowable microclimatic
variations for painted wood [63].
Attention has concentrated on failure of a supposed intermediate gesso layer rather than on
the upper layers of paint. Failure through fatigue caused by repeated stresses has been
investigated [64]; larger strains lead to failure after a smaller number of cycles. Conversely a
small strain amplitude requires a larger number of cycles. For a gesso layer on lime wood,
100 years of daily cycles with strain amplitude of 0.15% will not lead to failure.
The idea of a safe zone of tolerable strain amplitude for repeated cycles is compatible with
the concept of ‘proofed fluctuations’; the idea that if an object has suffered a past pattern of
fluctuation it is unlikely that smaller fluctuations will cause further damage. This principle is
incorporated in the ASRAE guidelines [7]. Its major proponent, Stefan Michalski, has
suggested a rule of thumb: “The pattern of historic fluctuations establishes a proofed
fluctuation pattern (PFP). Whatever one can establish as the worst annual PFP recorded,
then keeping within 0.9 PFP would mean that ~100 more such years could be tolerated.”
[65]. The concept of maintaining the historic environment because it has not been too
harmful in the past is incorporated in the European standard EN 15757:2010 Conservation of
Cultural Property ‐Specifications for temperature and relative humidity to limit climate‐
induced mechanical damage in organic hygroscopic materials [66]. The standard
recommends staying between the 7th and 93rd percentile of the historic fluctuations centred
on a 30 day running average.
The effect of repeated cycles is included in a risk index for painted wood is described by
Bratasz etal.[67]. The risk index C is defined as:
l
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where k is number of RH ranges smaller than A0 = 12% RH (a threshold range for fracture of
the design layer in a single cycle) ‐ each contributing ni cycles and Ni being number of cycles
to failure for a given RH range; j is number of RH ranges greater than A0 = 12% RH ‐ each
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contributing nj cycles of range Aj. a is number of years over which the RH cycles are counted
from the irregular RH‐versus‐time predictions using the procedure described in the paper.
Anecdotal evidence has suggested that low temperatures allow for greater fluctuations
without damage. This is somewhat supported by the graph below from Bratsz et al that
shows that a 15 degree drop in temperature can extend the allowable amplitude by around
7% RH [64]. Low temperature slows water vapour diffusion and hence increases the time of
the wood response to RH variations.

Damage that is not yet visible on the surface may be detected using laser interferometry [68,
69]
5.2.3 Painted canvas.
The technical study of the structure of canvas paintings has a long history. A major
contributor to research on the relationship of environment to changes that might be
described as damage is Marion Mecklenburg, who reviewed to subject for the 2007
conference ‘Museum Microclimates’ held in Copenhagen [70]. A review of gaps in
knowledge was provided by Anna von Reden for the publication that followed the 2012
Climate for Collections conference in Munich [71].
Paintings on canvas are deemed to be the most complicated structures to study because of
the many component layers. In restrained samples the canvas layer develops high forces
only at high RH levels and stays relatively constant at humidity levels below 80%. The hide
glue develops high forces at very low RH levels but loses all strength at levels above 80% RH.
The paint films develop relatively low forces and only at very low levels of RH.
As with painted wood there is no agreed definition of, or method of quantifying, damage.
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Only risk functions are possible that describe the probability, extent or frequency of
excursions into dangerous conditions. Where these boundaries lie is still disputed. This leads
to precautionary definitions of tolerable levels. Although PAS 198:2012 references
Mecklenburg’s work which would allow variations in the range 37‐53%, its main
recommendation is the highly precautionary guidance of the UK National Gallery 50‐60% RH
which has recently been restated [72]. This can be compared to the recommendations of the
Bizot group of 40‐60% RH [13].
Common conservation practices often reduce the range of conditions to which paintings can
be subjected. Recent research by Cecil Krarup Andersen [73] shows that while glue‐paste
lining on a linen canvas offered significant support to a painting at 50% RH it increased the
stress level severely in dry conditions and offered no support to the painting at 70‐80 % RH.
This means that the traditional glue‐paste lining techniques and the wax‐resin technique
limit the advisable RH fluctuations.
5.3 Chemical damage.
Although the processes that lead to ‘chemical’ damage may be chemical reactions, what is
observed as damage or loss is usually the physical manifestations of the chemical change.
The study of chemical kinetics has its basis in the understanding of changes taking place in
gases and liquids where the reacting molecules are free to move and evenly distributed
throughout the volume of interest. Outside the reaction flask things are different. Metal
corrosion reactions are limited to the surface layers of the object, the reactive molecules e.g.
water and oxygen must find a way to the un‐reacted metal.
What is measurable may not be visible as damage. The deterioration of paper may proceed
by a process of depolymerization, but the change in average molecular weight may be
measured by some physical property such as loss of tensile strength. Nevertheless chemical
reactions and their measurable physical consequences have lent themselves to the
development of dose‐response functions. These have been used to predict a rate of change.
If a point where the object is no longer fit for purpose can be defined, the rate and the end
state can be used to calculate a ‘lifespan’ where the end‐point of useful life can be
predicted.
5.3.1 Glass.
The chemical composition of glass determines how stable objects made of glass will be. It is known
that outdoors stained glass windows develop corrosion crusts and that indoors certain glass vessels
crizzle and weep. The silicon‐calcium‐potassium (Si‐Ca‐K) mediaeval glasses are less durable, than
silicon‐calcium‐sodium (Si–Ca–Na) Roman and modern glasses. The mechanism of deterioration
of stained glass is described in numerous papers by Manfred Schreiner et al [74]. The potassium and
calcium ions are slowly leached from the silicate matrix of the glass. The depth of leaching can be
measured by analytical scanning electron microscopy of glass cross sections.
Ionescu et al describe the use of dose‐response functions used by Schreiner [75]
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d(K) = ‐0.64 + (0.03RH + 0.03 [SO2] t – (0.05T +2.031/[NO2])t
d(Ca) = ‐0.79 + (0.03RH + 0.03 [SO2] t – (0.04T +1.911/[NO2])t
which show that the leaching of potassium and calcium ions are dependent on the concentrations of
pollutant gases SO2 and NO2 and the temperature and relative humidity (t= time). The derivation of
these functions is given in an annex to the final report of the EU research Project MULTI ASSESS [76]
In the Noah’s Ark project a greatly simplified function for a sensitive glass (M1) was used which
depended only on RH and T [77].

d(K) =const + 0.028RH – 0.055T
d(K) is the depth of the leached layer in m. The threshold value that should not be exceeded is 3m
per year. The negative correlation with temperature should be noted.
For indoor glass the relationship of ‘glass disease’ with humidity levels is well known, but the
appropriate threshold humidity is disputed. The theory has been to keep the humidity below the
deliquescence point of potassium carbonate, a salt most often found in the exudate of ‘weeping’
glass. However in a 2008 review [78] that contains comprehensive overview of the causes and
mechanisms of decay, Jerzy J.Kunicki‐Goldfinger says: “there is no one general

recommendation given for RH. For example, maintaining a RH of <42% is recommended in
some of the earlier British literature. Hettes recommends 40% RH ±5%; Gerassimova et al.
20% RH; Gerassimova et al. 20% RH; Ulitzka 35% RH ±3%; Oakley and Ryan 38% RH ±3%;Brill
45–55% RH (recommending further adjustment of the RH value to the actual state of glass
hydration and extent of development of crizzling); Koob 45% RH ±1–2% (recommending a RH
closer to 40% for glasses with visible signs of crizzling)”(References given in original text).
While these recommendations are all for low RH values it would be difficult to choose one
value for a threshold to determine the risk associated with an existing environment. This is
because the glass objects have varying compositions and have reached different stages of
deterioration. Moreover the involvement of pollutants from both indoor and outdoor sources
can be inferred from the presence of numerous anions such as sulfate and formate.
The glass slide dosimeter (GSD) developed by the Fraunhofer Institut für Silicatforschung has
been used in numerous EC research projects as a holistic measure of the aggressiveness of
environments. In the PROPAINT project a linear dose response function was developed
linking measured change in the GSD to concentration of acetic acid (a common pollutant in
enclosures such as frames and showcases) [79].

GSD * 1000 = 0.20*AcAc
Where GSD represents E, the measure of change used in the sensor methodology. Values
in the range 0.07 < ΔE < 0.15 are considered critical, while results with ΔE > 0.15 represent
dangerous microclimates. AcAc represents the acetic acid concentration in μg m‐3. This dose
response function has no terms for T or RH, but it is known that the sensors are sensitive to
high RH. Recent work within the Climate for Cuture project has shown that the rate of
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change shows a peak in its temperature dependence. The function above is quoted with a
coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.75, a measure of how well the linear regression fits the
experimental data points. This suggests that the pollution level is the dominant factor.
5.3.2 Metal
The reaction of metals to the polluted outdoor environment is well researched and there are
a number of dose response functions known. Most of these come from statistical analysis of
outdoor exposure trials. Brimblecome and Grossi have reviewed a number of these
functions from different sources in a discussion about 21st century pollution [80]. For
example, the relationship for mass loss of aluminium is:

Δmt = 0.0021SO2(g)0.23RH exp(fAl)t1.2 + 0.023Rn cCl t
where fAl is 0.031(T‐10) when T < 10oC and –0.061(T‐10) at T > 10oC, cCl is the concentration
of chloride ion (mg l–1) in rainwater, and t is time in years.
Note that the temperature dependence shows a change of behaviour at 10oC, this is
common feature of many functions for metals affected by pollutants outdoors. The authors
note that non‐integer exponents for time create a problem, so that all the calculations for
metals in the review represent only the first year of exposure and are only initial rates. This
is another common feature, where such functions act as indices of corrosivity of the
environment at a particular time and location and cannot be used to predict the progress of
metal corrosion.
Damage Functions for the long‐term development of corrosion in outdoor environments
were traditionally shown in the general form:

L=At‐b
In the case of bronze reported by Mirabelli and Massa [81] L is a measure of the loss of
metal, A is some function of the relevant pollutants, t is the time of wetness (ToW), and b is
a local experimentally defined coefficient. If b is <1.0 the rate decreases with time and the
corrosion layer is deemed protective. ToW is defined as time above a certain RH, usually
taken as 80% when T>0 oC. It is often cited as the dominant factor for outdoor corrosion,
although some corrosivity standards suggest that this may not be the case (see below)
For indoor corrosion an equation of the same form has been used in the study of corrosion
of lead in the presence of acetic acid [82]. In this case t is the total exposure time. Both of
these examples invoke fractional exponents for time.
A number of functions developed during the MULTI ASSESS project [83] were used in the
Noah’s ark project [84]. An example is that for carbon steel:
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rsteel = 1.58[SO2]0.52∙e0.020RH+f(T) + 0.166Rain[H+] + 0.0761PM10 + 0.10DCl0.62∙e0.033RH+0.40T
where f(T) = 0.15(T‐10) when T<10oC, otherwise –0.054(T‐10)
This links the rate of recession in µm for the first year of exposure to levels of sulfur dioxide,
rain acidity, levels of particulates, and levels of chloride deposition (mg m‐2 day‐1)
This means that if sulfur dioxide levels dominate the equation the rate actually deceases at
temperatures above 10oC. However if chloride deposition dominates, the rate increases as
RH and temperature increase. This has importance when considering environments close to
the sea.
Simplified equations appear in international standards for corrosivity in outdoor
environments ISO 9223 [85] with the terms for rain and particulates removed. The
standards are used to classify the environment into one of six classes between very low
corrosivity and extreme corrosivity . Two methods are proposed, the first is to study the
actual effect on standard specimens and the second is to estimate it using damage functions.
The uncertainty of estimation is deemed to be in the order of minus 33% to plus 50%. The
standard states that “Information on calculated time of wetness is helpful for informative
atmospheric corrosivity estimation.” However ToW is not explicit in the given damage
functions.
The standards for indoor corrosivity do not give damage functions but categorise
environments into 5 levels using information about measured levels of pollutants [86]. The
five levels are equivalent to the two lowest levels of ISO 9223. The lowest category can really
only be achieved in spaces with controlled environments and should not be a target for
historic houses even in areas with low outdoor pollution [86]. For this standard “The
temperature‐humidity complex characterised by time of wetness (ToW), is not a good
corresponding information source for indoor corrosivity estimation.”
The MULTI ASSESS report gives useful definitions of levels of corrosivity to clarify
discussions:
‐ Threshold level: The minimum level at which a response occurs. It relies on the dose‐
response function having a positive intercept on the “dose” axis.
‐ Critical level: The maximum level at which a harmless response occurs.
‐ Acceptable level: The maximum level at which an acceptable response occurs. The
acceptable response should be based on technical and economic considerations.
‐Tolerable level: The maximum level at which a tolerable response occurs. The tolerable
response should be based on experiences from restoration / maintenance work
for cultural heritage objects.
‐ Target level: A specified level in a given context which should not be exceeded.
‐Limit values: A target level that is legally binding.
Damage functions for copper and silver in indoor environments have been determined using
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loggers containing piezo‐electric quartz crystals coated with the respective metal. The
resonant frequency of the crystal is altered as the metal gains weight through corrosion. The
weight gain is converted into a film thickness [87]. The derived function for silver is:

Ag = 45.30 HS + 1.46 NO + 3.90 SO + 4.81 HCl + 0.20 O3 + 1.04 RH + 0.79 T
where:
Ag is the silver tarnish rate in Å (0.1 nm) per 30 days
HS is the hydrogen sulphide concentration in ppb
SO is the sulphur dioxide concentration in ppb
HCl is the hydrogen chloride concentration in ppb
O3 is the ozone concentration in ppb
RH is the mean RH, %
T is the mean temperature, °C
The expected effect of hydrogen sulfide is very obvious. The positive correlation with
temperature appears linear but is not as significant as the effects of pollutants.
Evaluation of information from of dosimeters needs to the undertaken with caution.
Dosimeters are primarily used to measure aspects of the environment, not to mimic the
behaviour of real objects. They look at short‐term changes to pure materials on fresh
surfaces. They do not explain progress over a period of years or decades.
The eClimatenotebook software uses a metric for metal corrosion risk based on humidity
levels mediated through examination of the maximum equilibrium moisture content of
wood; less than 7% is interpreted as good, greater than 10.5% indicates risk. These are
roughly equivalent to 35% RH an upper limit for vulnerable things like archaeological or salt‐
encrusted iron and 55% RH a cautious threshold for ferrous and other easily corroded metals
[22 p8]
Metal, like glass, has collected recommendations for RH thresholds. Bronze ‘disease’, an
effect found on archaeological copper alloy artefacts, has a known relationship with RH. The
acceptable range is again disputed:
“the results of this study suggest that copper artefacts would be safe from the occurrence of
“Bronze Disease” in the ambient museum environment (45‐60% RH), provided that the
upper limit is not exceeded.” [88]
“It is clear, however, that there is no reason per se to reduce the RH of stored bronzes that
are not showing signs of active corrosion to levels below 39%. Storage at an RH between
42% and 46% should provide adequate conditions for most objects. The humidity should not
be allowed to rise above 55% because the reactions of cuprous chloride become very rapid
as the RH rises and will not necessarily stop as soon as the RH is lowered again.”[89]
5.3.3 Stone
In general the deterioration of stone indoors is not a problem unless there are deliquescent
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salts or moisture sensitive minerals present. Outdoors where there is rain and there are
higher levels of pollution there may be a problem and a large number of damage functions
have been suggested. These have been reviewed by Bonazza et al.[90] An example is the
function for the surface recession rate (fR), in μm, of Portland limestone [83]

fR = 3.1 + (0.85 + 0.0059∙cSO2∙ fRH60 + 0.054∙fRain∙ cH+ + 0.078∙ cHNO3∙ fRH60
+ 0.0258∙cPM10 )∙t,
where cSO2 is the SO2 concentration in μg m‐3,
fRH60 equals RH‐60 if RH>60, otherwise fRH60=0,
fRain is the rainfall in mm,
cH+ is the H+ concentration in rain in μg l‐1,
cHNO3 is the HNO3concentration in μg m‐3,
cPM10 is the concentration of PM10 particles in μg m‐3 and
t is time in years.
Although many functions were developed at a time that ‘acid rain’ was the villain, they are
often not that sensitive to the pH of rain. The dominant factor is the quantity of rain.
5.3.4 Paper
Because of the large quantities of important documents and archives that must be
preserved, many for statutory reasons, there is a great deal of research about the
deterioration of paper. Matija Strlic and colleagues have published a very thorough review
of dose‐response functions for paper [91].
It has long been assumed that the effects of humidity and temperature are the dominant
factors in paper degradation, followed by the effects of acidity in the paper. Acid‐catalysed
hydrolysis is thought to be the major cause of strength loss. As well as acid from pollutants,
acidity results from accumulation of acids in paper during degradation processes and acids
introduced during production. Moisture, that is water, in paper provides a reactant for
deterioration and also the reaction medium for attack by acid pollutants. However since
water is also involved in the physical structure of paper, reducing moisture content by
lowering RH may result in loss of important mechanical properties.
Damage functions that relate RH and T to degradation have been based on the Arrhenius
equation:

k = Ae‐E/RT
k is the rate constant, E is the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. A is called the frequency factor. The equation is related to the theory that
reactions take place because of collisions between molecules. The exponential relationship
comes from a consideration of the distribution of molecular velocities at different
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temperatures; the average of the distribution increasing with temperature. The activation
energy is a measure of the energy needed to ensure that colliding molecules actually react.
In liquid chemical kinetics the pre‐exponential factor A is a fudge factor that includes
consideration of the probability that molecules will collide with one another in the correct
orientation for reaction to take place. In its use in degradation reactions, in which at least
one component is a solid, The factor A may include a great number of environmental
parameters and material properties.
The first damage function that gained popularity in paper conservation was that proposed by
Donald Sebera [92]. It was based on the Arrhenius equation or the very similar Eyring
equation. Sebera introduced the idea of the isoperm, a line of equal permanence (or rate of
decay) passing through a plot of RH against T. On this line many different sets of conditions,
combinations of RH and T, are deemed equally acceptable as far as permanence is
concerned. This theoretically releases the collections‐care professional from a narrow box of
environmental parameters. The exponential relationship with temperature indicates that
lowering the temperature can be a very effective way of prolonging the life of paper objects.
The Sebera approach has been criticized for assumptions about the linearity of the
relationship between decay and RH. There have been several attempts to overcome this.
Michalski followed Sebera’s example of relative permanence, that is comparing the
calculated permanence at one set of conditions with that at a standard such as 50%RH and
20 °C. [93] The relative permanence is described in terms of a Lifetime Multiplier LM .
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Marco Martens has used this in his risk assessment method [32]. Two other approaches
work from the principle that it is water in the fibre that is the determining factor rather than
water in the atmosphere. This requires knowledge of the moisture content isotherm for
paper. Grattan and Strang in their review of isoperms [94] propose the use of the
Guggenheim‐Anderson‐de Boer (GAB) isotherm model. The relationship proposed by Zou [95] also
requires data from an isotherm and includes a contribution from acidity.

(1/DPfinal − 1/DPinitial )= k1tlife
k1 = Aa exp (−Ea/RT)
Aa = Aa0 + Aa2 ∙ cH2O + Aa5 ∙ aH+ ∙ cH2O
where: DPfinal = 200, DPinitial = 1336, tlife = time in days, Ea = 104 kJ mol−1, T = temperature in K,
Aa0 = 4.54 × 109 day−1, Aa2 = 2.83 × 1012 day−1, Aa5 = 9.85 × 1016 1 mol−1 day−1, cH2O =
moisture content in %, aH+ = molar hydrogen ion concentration.
Lankester and Brimblecombe [44] have used this method to model paper decay in historic
houses.
The eClimatenotebook software uses the time weighted preservation index TWPI [22 p4],
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which was originally devised for use with photographic material [96], for a variety of
materials including paper. The TWPI provides life expectancy values expressed in years
instead of relative factors. It condenses a whole period of changing T and RH conditions into
one value by averaging or “weighting” how much each interval of time contributes to the
overall decay rate. Since the formulae used for the TWPI are not fully disclosed, Tim Padfield
has published an alternative (and open) method that gives very similar results [97].
5.3.5 Photographs
As mentioned above, the TWPI can be used for photographs. Although it gives an index in
terms of years, it is better to think of this as a comparative index rather than a realistic
assessment of lifetime.
The degradation of colour photographs in store has been investigated by Fenech [98]. The
equation derived was:

E 
1000 
ln RGB  32  0.0002(AA) 0.01(RH) 11

 T 
 t 
where ERGB is the overall colour change in terms of RGB occurring in time t (in years) and
AA is the concentration of acetic acid in ppb. It can be seen that while there is an effect from
the acetic acid the humidity is the more important factor.
5.3.6 Textiles
Naomi Luxford has used an isoperm approach to the study of silk degradation [99] The
isoperms were calculated assuming an activation energy of 50 kJmol‐1. An effective display
lifetime was taken as 250 years at 20 °C and 50% RH on the basis of the condition of objects
within the English Heritage collections.
The cementation of particulate matter to objects on open display, which is of major concern
to textile conservators working in historic houses has been investigated [100] This paper
suggests that the production of microcrystalline calcite cements explain how small dust
particles become attached to surfaces at high humidity c 90%RH.
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